Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the generalization of Cesàro-Örlicz sequence space i.e Cesàro-vector valued sequence space, ( ), and give the necessary and suffiecient conditions that the space is nontrivial. Furthermore, we will prove the relationship between modular and norm on this space.
Introduction
Let be a normed vector space. The space of all vector valued sequences denoted by ( ). Any linear subspace ( ) is called vector valued sequences space (VVSS). Vector valued sequence space fristly introduced by Pietsch, -who used these spaces in the study of absolutely summing operators and nuclear spaces. Let be the set of all real numbers. In the case , Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri , -introduced real valued sequence space series used the idea of Örlicz function and the space becomes a Banach space under the following norm, is called Luxemburg norm.
Ghosh and Srivastava [3] investigate the properties of vector valued sequence space defined by Örlicz function, ( ) for is a solid real valued sequence space. Furthermore, in 2007, they investigated some topology properties for some special vector valued sequence space under Luxemburg norm and studied itsKöthe-Töeplitz dual, continuous dual, operator representation and weak convergence.EnnoKolk [4] using generalization of Örlicz function, is called -function to determine alternative F-seminorms in such spaces by using the standard arguments of modular spaces theory. Herawati, et al., -introduced vector valued sequence space defined by an order -function. Its generalization of -function and investigate some order topology and geometry properties which respected to the Riesz norm.
Furthermore,Cesàro sequence spaces, , was introduced firstly by Lim and Yee [6] who investigated the thier dual spaces. The important properties of space studied by Cui, et al. [7] . Maligranda, et al. [8] found is not -convex, if and * +. In this paper, the ideas from earlier mathematicans, we will introduce the generalization of Cesàro-Örlicz sequences space is called as Cesàro-vector valued sequences spaces. Let denoted the natural numbers and ( ), for and . A -function is themap , ) which is vanishing of zero, even, increasing on and continuous on .
Given the map ( ) ( )by formula:
Furthermore, for any -function we defined the following function
Then, we introduce the space
Results
In this section we introduce and prove some theorems which will be used in the proof of the main results. The frist result is easy to show function is a convex modular. We given the necessary and sufficient conditions on the sequence space ( ) for nontriviality and it is clear that ( ) is a linear space if satisfies -condition. 
( ) ( ) Assume there exists such that ∑ .
‖ ‖ / and consider the following cases.
1.
We have for such that . Consequently,
We have for all . Consequently, , a contradiction finsihing the proof.
